What’s DegreeWorks?

1) DegreeWorks is an electronic degree requirement tool available through the Registration Tab of Owl Express
   a. It is an online checklist of degree requirements.
   b. Use this for general information about the classes for your degree
   c. If you click on classes, it will give you information about prerequisites

1) If your advisor mentioned adding a **Planner** to your DegreeWorks, check above for the Planner button location!
2) You can use the “What-If” function on the left side to hypothetically change your major. It will take the classes you’ve taken and hypothetically apply them to your degree and show all other classes still needed.

3) **DegreeWorks is not a substitution for seeing an advisor** (for example: the completion bar on DegreeWorks isn’t accurate, but we can help you figure out potential graduation date).
   a. We suggest seeing your advisor **at least** once every academic year (Fall, Spring, Summer is an academic year).
   b. Make sure you are seeing the advisors for YOUR intended major. If you want to change your major, you will be changing your advisor too. For example: you were biology, but now you want education, you need to go see the education advisors.